A little handbook to guide you on how to care for the
wider environment whilst maximising growth within your
plot.
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Working with Nature
Anyone with a passion for growing veg knows that having an
allotment is one of the best ways to produce the freshest, tastiest
vegetables. Growing your own can often be really challenging, but
it’s also one of the most rewarding ways to spend your time and
energy. Allotments are a really sustainable way to produce food,
while at the same time providing a haven for wildlife of all kinds.
This guide describes ways to work with nature and look after soil
and insect life on our plots. We will also look at how bringing nature
into our veg patches can help us grow food that is nutritionally
better for us, more resilient to pests and diseases and better for our
environment too.
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Soil life seen with a microscope: a nematode (compostmentis.com)

Soil is amazing stuff, healthy soil makes healthy plants and also
grows healthier food that tastes better whilst helping with
biodiversity and even fighting climate change.
How do we best look after our allotment soils?

IT’S ALIVE!
Not everyone realises that the soil is not just dirt, but a teeming
world of bacteria, microbes and fungi, as well as the larger insects
and of course, earthworms. Plants feed microbes by sending sugars
out through their roots, and in return the microbes make minerals

more available for the plants. The Legume family of plants (from
clover to peas, and all the many types of bean) use special soil
bacteria to store nitrogen from the air in nodules on their roots,
and most vegetable plants have special relationships with a type of
soil fungi called mycorrhizal fungi. There is so much we still don’t
know about soil life, but everyone agrees that the more diverse and
teeming with microbes it is, the better it is for our plants.

the ground covered with mulches of compost or with ‘cover crops’
to prevent it drying out, and not to dig it deeply too often.

TO

DIG OR NOT TO DIG?

Digging can be a satisfying task or a back-breaking chore depending
on your point of view, but it is not always necessary or beneficial.
Digging or forking soil over inverts the layers in the soil and can
damage soil life. Sometimes it’s useful to incorporate (mix in) well
rotted manure to make sure that it gets down to the roots of your
plants, but often the same effect can be achieved over time by
mulching and layering composts and manures on the surface to let
the worms do the work for you.
When we dig soil, we often bring weed seeds to the surface where
they can germinate, so not digging your beds over can mean fewer
weeds. It is a good idea to dig out dock, or serious weeds like bind
weed and couch grass by the roots and get rid of them, as these can
become a problem on your allotment. If the soil is compacted, it
may need to be dug deeply to loosen it, but this should only need
to be done once, if you then avoid walking on your soil. A garden
fork can be used to lift the soil and break up compaction, without
inverting the soil with a spade. Often using a fork to loosen soil is a
better option than digging it.

WORMS
Worms are the absolute heroes of the soil. They eat organic matter
and break it down to release as fertiliser. Worms also loosen, mix
and aerate the soil. The best way to encourage worms is to keep
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A few ideas for weed control with minimum
digging
C O V E RI N G
Using reusable woven plastic ground covers to kill off weeds takes
time but is a lot less work than digging. Grass, docks and other tough
plants will take longer to get rid of this way - six months or so may
be necessary for the most stubborn weeds.
Woven membranes will need to be pegged or weighted down.
Breeze blocks, bricks or sandbags are ideal for this.
You can also get really good thick reusable black plastic from farm
stores or online, it’s used by farmers for making silage. The plastic
comes in large sizes, so teaming up with other allotmenteers may
be a good way to go.
Woven ground covers are often called ‘landscape fabric’. You
should go for the heaviest duty you can, as only the thick stuff will
last for many years. It should be advertised as 100 gsm (grams per
square metre) or higher.
Where you need to make holes for your crops to grow through, it’s
best to carefully burn through the woven fabric rather than cut it
as it frays badly - a domestic blowtorch is a good option for this.
Modern carpets usually contain plastic and other synthetic materials
that break down and end up in your soil. They are heavy to move
around when wet, so although effective at supressing weeds, waste
carpets are not recommended as covers.
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MULCHING
A deep layer of weed free compost or ‘soil improver’ made yourself
or bought online, from recycling centres or garden centres can be
used to supress weeds. This works best when layered on top of
cardboard. Cardboard from bike shops is especially useful as it
comes in big sheets. Make sure you remove any tape and stickers
first, then spread the cardboard over your weedy area and apply a
thick covering of compost or soil improver. Within 6 weeks you
should be able to transplant into the soil, providing the weather has
been wet, though sowing small seeds into this is not recommended
until the following year.

S O L A RI S I NG
A more unusual approach. On a clear sunny day, you can kill weeds
by stretching transparent plastic (such as is used for poly tunnels
and cloches) directly over the soil. Glass sheets also work well
although they are easy broken so not ideal. The soil heats up under
the plastic and weeds are killed, weed seeds are often destroyed
too.

Compost
Glyphosate
Most domestically available weed killers are based on ‘Glyphosate’,
although they also contain a variety of other chemicals alongside it.
Glyphosate kills plants by inhibiting the way they metabolise which
is unique to plants, algae, some bacteria and fungi. Because it acts
in this way it has always been thought to be safe for mammals.
However, there is a growing body of evidence linking it to cancers,
bioaccumulation in humans and potential damage to digestive
systems.

Compost is the key to growing healthy and nutritious food and
vibrant plants in our allotments. It improves soil structure and
contains the different nutrients that plants need to grow.
Compost can be expensive to buy, so it’s a great idea to make it
yourself. Composting is an art in itself, but here are a few tips to
get you started making good compost.
Compost bins should be easy to empty, and covered to protect them
from the rain. It’s also really good to turn your compost over with a
fork every 6 weeks or so, this will speed it up and should encourage
it to get hot enough to kill any weeds.

Aside from the safety to human health, Glyphosate has recently
been shown in studies to negatively impact worm populations, and
potentially compromise worm survival, especially on repeat
applications. A recent study also showed 40% reduction in
Michorrizal funghi after Glyphosate application. Much more
research is needed in this area.

Try to have a good mix of both ‘brown’ and ‘green’ material in your
compost bin. ‘Brown’ material could be chipped up tree prunings or
hedge cuttings, straw, cardboard and leaves. ‘Green’ material is all
your vegetable kitchen waste, weeds that are not going to seed, any
plant matter that comes off your allotment and grass cuttings (if no
herbicides have been used on the grass).

For further reading, see the list at the end of this guide.

Using cooked kitchen waste, or anything that isn’t vegetable based,
is not recommended unless your compost bin is completely rat
proof, as it will attract rodents.
Worms and soil life love compost!
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Animal manures
Animal manures can be a great natural way of getting essential
nutrients to your plants. Manures are generally best when combined
with other organic matter in your soil such as leaf mould or garden
compost. Here’s a few tips about some different manures.
Never put strong manure on your raspberry plants as it will
encourage Raspberry Cane Blight. It’s also not good for carrots or
parsnips.

C H I CK E N M A N U R E P E L L E T S
Available at garden centres and online, these can be a convenient
way to provide some essential nutrients. They can be useful for
‘heavy feeding’ veg like large cabbage family plants, squashes, or
potatoes. The advantage is that they are easy to handle (wear
gloves) and can be spread easily. The disadvantage is they don’t
contain a lot of organic matter, so may be washed out of your soil
more quickly. They are very concentrated, so follow direction on
the bag when applying.

COW MANURE
Farmyard manure from cows can be fantastic as a ‘top dressing’
(lightly forked into the top few inches of your beds) or mixed into
your compost. It should be completely broken down and full of
worms before using.
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STABLE

MANURE

Stable manure can be a really good addition to your soil but there
are more things to be wary of here. Good stable manure or ‘horse
muck’ should be completely broken down. It is best when the horses
have been kept on straw rather than wood shavings as the latter
can cause problems in your soil that take a long time to fix. Horse
manure can have quite a lot of weeds in it, unless it has been ‘hot
composted’ in a big heap. Horse manure from fields has not been
composted and is likely to contain weed seeds. Finally, there is a
small chance that manure can contain Aminopyralid, a herbicide
which can cause serious problems in many crops. Recent regulation
has led to a decrease in incidents of contamination, and the product
is no longer approved for horse pasture, however it is still worth
knowing about to be safe. More information can be found here:
https://www.corteva.co.uk/manure-matters.html#t2
Note: The website is run by the manufacturers of the herbicide, it
is useful to help identify contamination and report it, it also, for
obvious reasons, aims to play down the effects of a herbicide which
is environmentally damaging, there is a lot more info online so you
can do your own research. There are links for further info at the
end of this document.

Crop Rotation
One of the key ways that we have produced veg in gardens and
fields for hundreds of years is the system of ‘Crop Rotation’. It is a
really big subject that we can’t completely cover here, but what
follows is a short summary of the main points. Vegetables are often
related to each other; they fall into just a few different families of
plants. Usually, a little bit of research will show you the family of
any vegetable, if it’s not obvious at first. These families share pest
and disease problems, they often have similar needs from the soil,
and in the case of the Pea and Bean family they can ‘fix’ nitrogen
from the air into the soil.
Crop rotation means moving the families of vegetables around your
allotment so that they grow in different soil every year. It’s a good
idea to keep a record of where you have each family, and plan
ahead for several years. The most important vegetables to move
around are the cabbage family, to avoid getting ‘clubroot’ which is
a big problem on lighter soils.

A N E X AM P L E

OF A

S I M P L E C R O P R O T AT I O N

For this system divide your allotment into 6 beds, you can have 5
beds for different families of plants and 1 bed for nectar-rich plants.
In this system you should move the families across one bed every
year. Some families share a bed, and because we may want to grow
in winter as well as summer, the leeks are not in with the other
onion family as they work so well after potatoes.
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1) Potatoes (followed by Leeks for the winter) + a Courgette
+ a Squash plant
2) Carrots and Parsnips, Beetroot and Chard
3) Onion family and Lettuce family
4) Flowers for nectar
5) Beans and Peas
6) Cabbage family
It would be a great idea to add a dressing of garden lime before the
Cabbage family, and a few barrows of compost or manure before
the Potatoes. All of these beds could have compost as you go, but
its best to only apply your manure to the Potatoes, Courgettes and
squash as they are the hungriest.
In this example, for the second year, plants in bed 1 would move to
bed 2, bed 2 to bed 3, and so on.
Soft fruit plants or any plants that live for more than one season,
are not part of the crop rotation system.
This rotation system is a very simple example and it can be
developed over time, especially for us to grow more over-winter
crops in the rotation. It’s a good idea to read up more, and to start
simple and keep really good records.
There is lots more information about crop rotation online and in
books recommended in the glossary of this guide.

other. Every animal that eats a plant in nature has a Natural Enemy
that will eat it in return, controlling the population.

As gardeners we all know the feeling of watching pests damage or
destroy our beloved plants. There is no quick fix when it comes to
pests, and many of the chemical options that are available to home
gardeners are damaging to nature and the environment and may not
be great for those who eat our veg either. So how do we protect our
produce without resorting to chemical poisons?

Our allotments are not natural ecosystems, however many of the
same rules apply and by imitating nature with a balance between
pests and the predators that eat them, we can make sure that the
vegetables make it to our dinner plates.
If we use chemicals to wipe out all of the pests on a crop, we will
not build up a population of Natural Enemies, so we are more likely
to have severe infestation. Over time pests evolve to be resistant
to poisons, however the Natural Enemies evolve at the same time
as pests, so the natural balance is stable over time.

Healthy Plants are Stronger
It makes sense that just like people, good healthy plants are less
likely to succumb to diseases, however many people don’t know
that healthy plants are also less susceptible to pests. The first and
simplest thing we can do to defend against a range of pests is to
make sure our soil is balanced, rich in organic matter and full of
life. Having a healthy soil will mean that our plants our healthier,
better able to cope with stress and defend themselves, and so less
at risk from pests.

Natural Enemies
The best defences we have long term against a range of pests are
the creatures that eat them, which we call ‘Natural Enemies’. In
nature things rarely get out of balance. Ecosystems contain plants,
animals, fungi and bacteria that all coexist and depend on each
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HOW

DO W E E N C O UR A G E

N A T U R A L E NE M I E S ?

Pollen and nectar are essential to some groups of Natural Enemies
so providing a season-long source of nectar near to your vegetable
crops will encourage Natural Enemies. To work best the plants
should be left in all year, even when they die back, and grow as
close as possible to at-risk vegetables.
You can get Nectar Mix seeds online or at garden centres, and they
are really easy to save seed from. A good mix would contain any or
all of the following: Phacelia, Crysanthumum, Sunflowers, Clover,
Calendula, Cornflowers, Borage, and Vipers Bugloss.

SPIDERS
Spiders are a hugely underrated natural enemy. Spider webs are
brilliant traps for aphids and other small pests, they should be
encouraged all around the allotment by leaving tall stems on
flowering vegetables when possible. Other spiders hunt on the
ground and are really useful predators too. Leaving areas mulched
for cover and areas that spiders can lay eggs. Growing flowers on
your allotment can provide good cover for spiders too.

LACEWINGS
The adults look like fairy creatures and live off nectar, but the
previous stage of lacewing life involves a lot of feasting on aphids.
Planting flowers for nectar will encourage Lacewings to lay eggs
near your vegetables.

Lifecycle stages of a Ladybird

LADYBIRDS
Absolute aphid destroying machines. Everyone knows them as
adults but many people don’t recognise them at the earlier stages
in their lifecycle. The young ladybirds, called nymphs, look like
spikey beetles and feed exclusively on aphids (greenfly, whitefly
and blackfly).

FROGS
Hoverfly
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Lacewing

AND

TOADS

These beauties eat insects and slugs, but if slug pellets are used
they can be poisoned. Habitat for frogs and toads is a nearby water
source or pond and a pile of bricks or logs for them to hide under in
the day time.

H O V E R F LI E S
Adult hoverflies eat nectar and pollen, so they act as vegetable
pollinators. Young ‘larval’ hoverflies eat aphids and other garden
pests in big quantities. Having nectar rich flowers throughout the
spring and summer will make a home for hoverflies.

BIRDS
Some of the best predators of caterpillars and other insects, they
should love the allotments. Leaving plants such as sunflowers or a
tub of ornamental thistles to go to seed will attract birds to the
allotments in winter. The only significant bird pest for vegetables is
the pigeon. Blackbirds, along with a few other bird species can
become a pest on soft fruit too. Soft fruit will need protecting from
blackbirds with netting. Autumn raspberries tend to be much less
attractive to blackbirds than summer fruiting ones. The best way to
keep pigeons off is with a woven mesh type netting, or with fishing
line suspended above the crop, described elsewhere in this booklet.

Physical Protection vs Sprays
Inevitably the pests in a garden can be such a nuisance that you
need to do something about them. Some vegetable pests are very
hard to combat using natural enemies and good plant health alone.
The best option with these really troublesome pests it to use a
physical barrier rather than a chemical poison. Avoiding poisonous
sprays will mean fewer chemicals in your dinner. Another benefit
of not spraying is that you are not endangering the host of natural
enemies that help you in the allotment. Often after applying a
pesticide you get a short period of relief followed by another serious
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infestation because all the predators have died. There is a further
problem that pests are becoming increasing resistant to chemicals
as they evolve to survive the sprays.
Physical barriers usually take the form of netting and mesh. Finehole meshes are the best way to protect against carrot fly and onion
fly which can ruin a crop.

Large White Butterfly - a cabbage menace

C A B B AG E W HI T E S
It is very hard to use net against the small and large white
butterflies that attack the cabbage family. The butterflies usually
find their way in, and it makes it hard to harvest over the summer
too. There is a parasitic wasp which will control populations,
however it’s often too late when these take effect and the crop is
badly damaged. It is usually best to find the caterpillars and remove
them from the plants, then kill them manually. You can also find
the small eggs on leaves and remove them too. If you see small
yellow cocoons that look like furry eggs next to a dead looking

caterpillar, these are the cocoons of parasitic wasps and should be
left alone to emerge and attack caterpillars for you. Netting is a
solution in severe cases but it must be very carefully wrapped over
the plants as the butterflies are very determined indeed to get in.

P I G EO N S
A great physical barrier against pigeons is fishing line suspended
over the rows. To do this push a steak or pole - choose one that is
as high as the plant will get - in at either end of a row of vegetables.
Tie the fishing line to one post, and keep it tight round the other
end just above the plants. As the plants grow, move the string up
the steaks or poles. These need to be every 12 inches across the
area you are trying to protect. This is a very effective way of
keeping pigeons off your garden and less faff than netting.

Slugs and Snails
There is not much more soul destroying than finding that slugs have
completely destroyed all of your seedlings. However, slugs also
provide a vital role of breaking down organic matter and are an
important part of the garden ecosystem. Snails can be very
destructive too, although they seem to have a better PR team and
are more popular. There are 40 types of slug in the UK and 120
types of snail. All the different types of slugs and snails have
different diets and different habitats.
It’s easy to see why spreading slug pellets around is the norm, but
there are some real problems with using pellets. Slug pellets can be
made from a variety of chemicals. The worst slug pellets are made
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from methiocarb, this is banned in many countries and is very bad
for lots of other insect including earthworms. Most slug pellets are
made from metaldehyde, its toxic to other insects, hedgehogs and
birds. There are lots of predators to slugs, and many of these
predators will be severely affected if they eat slugs which have
been eating slug pellets.

‘O R G A N I C ’ S L U G P E L L E T S
These are usually made with Ferric Phosphate, and while much less
damaging than metaldehyde they can build up in the soil and harm
earthworms. Dead slugs are often eaten by beetles, toads eat the
beetles and owls and grass snakes eat the toads. The animals at the
top of the food chain consume the most chemical.

OTHER

S O L U TI O N S

You will never be able to get rid of all the slugs, so it’s best to focus
on the most at risk plants.
Direct sown crops are always most at risk. Transplanted seedling
sown in pots or modules get a head start, but can be destroyed by
slugs too. It’s best to use a combination of methods to keep the slugs
off your most high-risk seedlings.
Egg shells around plants can deter slugs.
Copper pipe or tape around plants will keep slugs off.
Beer traps are the one of the best solutions. Place a dish or shallow
plastic container so the lip is near the soil surface level and put
some beer in it. Slugs will be drawn to the beer and drown in a
happy boozy bath.

Putting old clay tiles around on the ground will provide a
comfortable shady place for slugs to hide, then when you come to
the allotment you can collect them. Either kill them with scissors or
take them at least 40 metres away from the allotment and leave
them there.

T H E M I G H T Y L E O PA R D S L U G
Leopard slugs are really cool looking big slugs (though they are little
when they are young of course). They have skin markings that
resemble a leopard. Leopard slugs eat mostly decaying matter, but
they also eat other slugs which they hunt. Don’t kill Leopard slugs
they are beneficial in the garden.

Leopard Slug
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Peat is a really good seed compost and soil addition; it’s been used
in gardening for a very long time. Unfortunately, we need to stop
using peat as it is environmentally destructive, and a nonrenewable resource that is often dug out from threatened
ecosystems.
There are a number of peat-free general purpose and seed
composts available. It’s always best to choose peat free composts
to protect the planet.

Everyone knows that plastic can get into rivers and oceans, can be
dangerous to wildlife, looks horrible and takes forever to disappear.
If that’s not enough, it can also break down in your soil into microplastics that are toxic to soil life. These micro plastics can be drawn
up into plants, and then end up inside us when we eat the
vegetables, nobody really knows how bad that might be for us long

term. So clearly we need to move away from single use plastics in
the garden - here’s a few tips to help.
If you use woven plastic to suppress weeds, buy the thickest you
can (100gsm or higher). Thin fleecy weed suppressant fabrics are
not only less effective, but soon break down, leaving plastic residue
in your soil.

FLOWER POTS

AND

TRAYS

Some Problems around Seeds in the UK
At the start of the COVID-19 pandemic seed was suddenly very hard
to come by. This really brought to the fore how vulnerable the
supply chains can be. Availability of bought seed may be an issue in
the future, so it would be great if we had locally produced seed as
well as locally produced food to rely on.

Empty toilet roll tubes make good compostable plant pots,
especially for bigger seeds. You can plant the whole loo roll tube
and minimise damage to the roots of your seedlings.
You can take empty plant pots back to some garden centres for
them to recycle. If you buy plants from a garden centre where they
don’t accept returns, it’s worth asking them about this increase
demand for the service. As a solution try and grow as many of your
own seedlings as you can and reuse plastic pots as often as possible.
You can also use the more rigid type of seed trays that will stand
multiple uses.
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Many seeds we buy for our allotments are grown in hotter climates
for economic reasons, this can mean that they are less adapted to
UK growing conditions. Seed production, if done intensively, can be
destructive to the environment and use a lot of resources. At the
end of this guide there are links to UK sustainable seed companies
you can use, who grow their own seed. Buying certified organic seed
is another good way to ensure the seed is more sustainable too.
Much of the seed saving knowledge of our past has been lost in

favour of buying new seed every year. Some plants are very easy to
save seed from, others more tricky, but it is a fascinating area to
learn about and this guide will provide you with internet links and
book recommendations in the final section.
Saving seed can not only save us money, but if enough of us get
skilled at it, we could have local varieties that are better adapted
to our conditions and more suitable for our climate. Rather than
giving tips on seed saving here, this guide gives you links to some
fantastic and detailed online resources that will allow anyone to get
started saving seed. www.SeedSoveriegnity.info is a fantastic
website with a free document which contains almost everything you
need to know.

Slugs
The RSPB giving information about safe slug control
https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/advice/gardening-forwildlife/animal-deterrents/organic-pest-control/non-toxic-slugcontrol

Providing Features for Wildlife

Slug Identification

Why not consider adding some insect hotels, solitary bee houses or
bird boxes to help the wildlife thrive.

https://www.jic.ac.uk/research-impact/technology-researchplatforms/entomology-and-insectary/slugwatch/slug-identificationguide/

Seed Saving
https://www.seedsovereignty.info/resources/introduction-to-seedsaving/
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/user2462681
Twitter is: https://twitter.com/SeedSov
Vital Seeds seed saving course online for £49
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Glyphosate
https://www.soilassociation.org/media/7202/glyphosate-and-soilhealth-full-report.pdf

https://www.hiwwt.org.uk/actions/how-grow-wildlife-friendlyvegetable-garden
https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/advice/gardening-forwildlife/plants-for-wildlife/allotments-and-vegetable-gardens/

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/24/business/roundupsettlement-lawsuits.html

Contamination in Manure
https://www.corteva.co.uk/manure-matters.html#t2

UK-Grown Seed Companies
https://vitalseeds.co.uk/
https://www.realseeds.co.uk/
https://seedcooperative.org.uk/

Crop Protection
https://www.wondermesh.co.uk/

O R G A N I C G A R D E N I N G T H E N A T U R A L N O -D I G W A Y
B Y C H A R L E S D O W DI N G
T H E O N E -S T R A W R E V O L U T I O N
FUKUOKA
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M A SA N O B U

THE ESSENCE OF ORGANIC GARDENING
HERMARY
T H E N E W O R G A N I C G RO W E R
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E LL I O T C O L E M A N

https://www.enviromesh.co.uk/

M Y C E L I U M R U N N I NG

Providing Features for Wildlife

TEAMING WITH MICROBES

https://www.rhs.org.uk/get-involved/communitygardening/resources/wildlife

B A C K G A R D E N S E E D S A V I N G , S U E S TI C K L A N D
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